Jackie Strange transcripts

Jackie Strange talks about balancing work and family.

It was very sad because when my children were 9 and 5 my husband was committed to a mental institution then, so I only had my two sons and so I reared them as a single parent and so sometimes it was pretty hard. Because I tried to be mother and father to them and still tried to be a career person at the same time. But I worked very hard at trying to give them the time that I wanted to give to them to be a mother and a father to them and still give enough time to my job to do a good job there. It was very difficult to give time enough to both and do a good job at both. But fortunately I didn’t need much sleep, I was only, I slept three to four hours a night, so therefore I was able to spend a lot of time with my sons and then do my housework and do a spend a lot of time with them and then do my job all the things I needed to do for my job. And I always felt that God made me a person who didn’t need much sleeping time so that I could devote a lot of time to my kids and then still have enough time for my job.